
 PAYOUTS WILL NOT BE MADE UNTIL 10 MINUTES AFTER THE HIGH HAND PERIOD HAS ENDED. A WINNER WILL 

BE ANNOUNCED AND ANY DISPUTES WILL HAVE TO BE MADE DURING THIS TIME OR THE HIGH HAND PAYOUT 

WILL BE FINAL FOR THAT TIME FRAME.

*ALL PLAYERS MUST USE 2 HOLE CARDS AND PLAY THE BEST POSSIBLE 5 CARD POKER HAND. Omaha Players 
must flop the hand. Stud Players must use 2 hole cards and 3 up cards. There are no ties, once a hand is established it will 
take a higher hand to win. Suits will be used to determine the ranking of hands for straight flushes only. IE: a 7 high straight 
flush in Spades is higher than a 7 high straight flush in Diamonds. Order of suits from highest to lowest is Spades, Hearts, 
Diamonds, Clubs. Suits will NOT be used in the case of a full house unless the hand is made at the same table and same 
time.(highest card in Players hand by suit) Players must use the best possible 5 card poker hand. Only games with a per 

hand Jackpot drop are eligible. Once a winner is declared and a prize has been awarded for a particular time period it is final. 
There will be a clock used to determine each separate 20 minute time period. The clock will be displayed on several TV 

monitors throughout the room. Players will be responsible to alert staff of a qualifying high hand. Hand must be complete and 
Dealer must recognize the value of the hand before time expires for that 20 minute period or the hand will be used for the 

next 20 minute period on the current day only. Players intentionally stalling or attempting to alter the outcome of this 
promotion may be disqualified or asked to leave. PBKC reserves the right to use video surveillance in extreme cases. 

Managements decision will be final.This promotion will run only on the dates and at the times listed above in 2017. The time 
on the clock on the TV monitors is the official time used for this promotion. Prize values above reflect the ending time of each 

high hand period. These high hands are fast and furious PBKC will NOT be responsible for miss stated information. The 
actual winner will be the only one to receive compensation. Every effort will be made to avoid any confusion. PBKC reserves 

the rights to modify or cancel this promotion at any time.

WIN TWICE THE CASH

:20 AFTER $400 :40 AFTER $400      
$800 ON THE HOUR :00

FEBRUARY 3,4,10,11,17,18,24,25

12pm to 10pm

 WIN $400‐$800

HIGH HANDS EVERY 20 MINUTES*

FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS

NO MINIMUM HAND 

FOR YOUR VALENTINE


